
Experience the next motorhome generation. The new Hymermobil B-Class SL:

The best of everything 
combined.



Driving ahead from the start
Every major innovation starts with a small idea. The simple desire to spend holidays 

outside of hotels or camping grounds led to a completely new type of vehicle: the HYMER 

motorhome. Applying our vast store of technical know-how, pioneering spirit of the 

entrepreneur, a healthy dose of ambition and hard work, we have continuously further 

developed our various ranges and models. 

A particular milestone in mobile travel was the launch of the HYMER B-Class in 1981. 

Within just a short time, this premium model became Europe’s most popular motorhome. 

Yet that was no reason for us to sit back. Because the drive to constantly raise the mark 

is part of our DNA. Whether in terms of technology, comfort, design, safety or quality – 

we always go the extra mile so that you are ahead of the crowd, now and in future. 

A prime example of this is our new Hymermobil B-Class SL. It’s a motorhome that lets 

you experience the future of mobile travel today by combining the best of everything. 

Read on and see for yourself.
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Taking the future further
The best of everything combined: In the new Hymermobil B-Class SL. 

Equipped with a whole range of innovations, this unique motorhome points 

the way to the future. Today, it makes mobile travel even more comfortable, 

luxurious, safer and relaxed for you. 

For example with the exclusive HYMER PUAL 2.0 body concept, the advanced 

SLC-Chassis*, the super-strong GRP rear section and the modern interior  

design. All these are complex developments that set new benchmarks in the  

class and open up a new chapter in camping history. Want to take a look into  

the future? Simply turn the page.

* Super Light Chassis 5

Taking the future further



The formula for every climate
PUAL 2�0

The new HYMER PUAL 2.0 bodywork concept with an aluminium inner and 

outer skin, improved foam composition and 100% wood-free design without 

thermal bridging offers maximum stability and the best insulation values. 

Aluminium on the inside wall ensures even, rapid heat distribution. Poly- 

urethane foam also offers numerous other benefits. Among other things, it is 

water-repellent, lightweight and extremely durable.

3 cm PUAL wall 
= 68 cm solid brick wall

Wraparound plastic corner profile
Inner covering with stable, 
homogeneous aluminium coating

Seamless, elastic bonding

Fine-pore polyurethane foam

Aluminium outer skin
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The formula for every climate
100% wood-free

Excellent insulation values

Heat insulation comparable to an
approx. 68 cm solid brick wall

Gapless elastic bonding of roof and 
walls

Withstands the highest stresses

Absolutely winterproof
Diphenylmethane-4.4΄- Polyethylene glycol
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Fresh and waste water tanks

The fresh water tank (180 l) and the waste water tank (150 l) are 
integrated in the double floor and accessible from the interior. 
This ensures trouble-free cleaning and operation even at extreme 
winter temperatures. Numerous tests in the cold chamber have 
verified the excellent performance of the heating system. Empty-
ing the waste water tank is easy using a switch on the dashboard.

Convincing inner values: We developed the inno-

vative SLC-Chassis* especially for the new Hymer-

mobil B-Class SL. It’s a unique chassis that makes 

the new B-Class SL simply exceptional in a number 

of ways. The higher-level, heated double floor with 

thermal compartments offers more storage space, 

and thanks to the practical through-loading com-

partment, you can easily stow longer items. The 

chassis also provides much more loading space in 

the garage, making it the largest in its class. The 

heating system is also integrated in the double floor. 

That comes with a range of advantages: It is very  

quiet and also heats the fresh water and waste water 

tanks. What’s more, the excellent insulation of the 

SLC-Chassis protects all compartments and tanks 

from extreme temperatures. 

Another advantage of the SLC-Chassis is that 

the wheel arches are integrated in the double floor. 

This means among other things that the spacious 

shower has a continuous floor. Furthermore, the 

low centre of gravity ensures high driving stability. 

That guarantees a good grip even on poor roads. 

The seamlessly level underbody improves the aero-

dynamics. No tanks or other elements extend below 

the underbody, reducing noise during driving and 

significantly cutting fuel consumption.

Double the possibilities

* Super Light Chassi s 9

Through-loading compartment

 The practical through-loading compartment is 24 cm 
high and 70 cm wide and accessible from both sides 
and easily swallows even long items such as tables, 
surfboards or skis. The insulation means no risk of 

damage from extreme temperatures.

Double the possibilities

Double floor

The 36cm-high, heated double floor impresses with 
lots of storage space, excellent insulation and a  
stepless living area floor.



Elegant strength
GRP roof & underbody

HYMER multi-layer technology consists of an aluminium 
PUAL sandwich and provides the best hail protection 

with a standard GRP roof coating. Leak-tightness is also 
guaranteed for many years thanks to the additional 

aluminium layer. The robust, continuous GRP underbody 
provides protection from de-icing salt, dirt and chips 

caused by stones.

Self-supporting  
GRP garage casing 

The self-supporting GRP garage casing can bear 
loads of up to 350 kg as standard. There is also 
the option of a greater payload so that you can 
carry up to 450 kg of equipment and luggage.
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Elegant strength

Engine compartment

The engine compartment beneath the wind-
screen of the new Hymermobil B-Class SL opens 

wide and easily for convenient checking and 
replenishment of the oil, coolant and windscreen 

washer fluid.



Far-sighted  
innovations

Heating 

The new Hymermobil B-Class SL features two-zone climate control. This means that the 
temperatures in the cab, living area and rear sleeping area can be controlled separately. 
So you can keep things cosy and warm at the front, for example, whilst having a pleas-
antly cool sleeping temperature in the rear section of the motorhome.

Cable bushing 

The integrated cable bushing in the roof compart- 
ment floors eliminates annoying installation ele-
ments in the generous storage spaces. The idea is 
that all plumbing and wiring is neatly hidden away 
in a specially designed installation duct.

Hot air curtain

The living area heater also supplies the dash- 
board with hot air when the vehicle is parked 
up for camping. The hot air rises against 
the windscreen like a curtain and prevents 
draughts as well as the front windscreen 
from fogging up.

All the space and comfort you could want: The generously-sized 

garage of the Hymermobil B-Class SL offers lots of space for every-

thing you need on the go. Its internal loading height of 122 cm ensures 

easy stowing of even oversized items or hard-to-handle luggage. The 

impressive payload of 450 kg means you can take along especially 

heavy loads such as a scooter or several bikes or e-bikes. 

Thanks to the HYMER-PUAL technology, the garage and all external 

compartments are excellently insulated. Furthermore, the Perfect- 

Close mechanism reliably prevents spray water from getting in as well 

as freezing in winter. Effort-free loading from either side is guaran-

teed by the standard garage doors on left and right in direction of 

travel. So, however you park, your luggage is always accessible from 

outside.
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Sliding shelf for gas bottles 

The gas bottles are housed securely and 
accessibly in an exterior compartment. The 
standard and practical sliding shelf makes 
changing gas bottles child’s play.

Storage space 

Under the L-shaped seating area is a gene- 
rously designed, heated maxi storage com- 
partment with two levels and a gas spring- 
operated exterior locker door.

Cable bushing 

The integrated cable bushing in the roof compart- 
ment floors eliminates annoying installation ele-
ments in the generous storage spaces. The idea is 
that all plumbing and wiring is neatly hidden away 
in a specially designed installation duct.



Already reality: our future vision

LED headlights/ chrome decorative trim 

The modern LED fibre optics with daytime running light in the new, specially deve- 
loped HYMER headlights provide optimum visibility day and night. This ensures per-
fect illumination in traffic, making you even safer.

The chrome decorative trim on the fog lights underlines the streamlined design and 
adds to the elegant appearance of the front. The front spoiler actively contributes 
towards the aerodynamics of the whole motorhome to provide you with an even 
more comfortable travelling experience.

The HYMER face radiates quality and modern elegance. The signature HYMER radiator 

grille with chrome decorative trim, rounded surfaces, distinctive intakes and character-

istic LED headlights underline the cutting-edge character of  the Hymermobil B-Class SL. 

Additionally, the double-skin GRP front section with intermediate PU foam heat insula-

tion also provides optimum protection from the cold and reduces noise from the road to 

a minimum. All components such as wheel arches and rear light mountings are made of  

3D crosslinked polyurethane. That protects them against cracking, UV and other weather 

damage.
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Already reality: our future vision
Modern front design

The striking, high-gloss HYMER radiator grille with chrome 
trim provides the B-Class SL with its extraordinarily sporty 
exterior. The double-skin GRP front section with interme-
diate PU foam insulation also provides optimum protection 
from the cold and reduces noise from the road.

GRP rear 

The new GRP rear comes in double-skin design, is hail-resistant and looks 
simply stunning. The integrated multifunctional rear lights that use LED 
hybrid technology are easy to see, even in difficult visibility conditions. 
Together with the signature three-bar HYMER light design, they perfectly 
complete the dynamic appearance of the new B-Class SL. 
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Start your holi-
day even before  
you get there
Every room a dream: The innovative living area concept 

offers lots of  space and comfort in every area for even more 

relaxed travel. Elegant furniture finishes such as dark 

‘Velvet Ash’ create a genuine homely and cosy atmosphere. 

Even when you’re under the shower, you enjoy freedom of  

movement in the generously-dimensioned bathroom. Also 

featured here are lots of  compartments and cabinets so you 

always have everything you need to hand. In the spacious 

sleeping area, deep, sturdy steps make it easy to climb into 

bed. The disc-spring bed frames and multi-zone cold foam 

mattresses ensure a good night’s sleep.

All the interior lighting uses the latest LED technology as 

standard. Installed in the kitchen is an easy-action coffee 

machine pull-out tray with a specially designed capsule holder. 

For all your favourite coffee specialities prepared in no time.



Everything in your 
sights, everything 
under control
Thanks to the optional 32-inch flat screen and the HYMER-Smart- 

Multimedia-System including Bluetooth connection, the new Hymer-

mobil B-Class SL creates a home cinema feeling even when you’re on 

the road. 

The optional reversing camera has a double lens and offers an in-

tegrated rear mirror function during driving. So you have everything 

in your sights at a glance.

State-of-the-art LED technology combined with an intelligent energy 

management system reduce power consumption by up to 75%. The 

system detects how much power the vehicle is currently using and 

automatically switches from the starter to the living area battery, and 

vice versa. This increases the life of the installed batteries.
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As an integrated on-board system, the new HYMER-SMART- 

Control connects the main peripheral devices of  the Hymer- 

mobil B-Class SL with the control unit of  the navigation 

system. This enables you to check all relevant data in real 

time, e.g. the voltage of  the starter and living area batteries, 

the fresh and waste water tank levels and the 230V mains 

power supply.

Five 230V and two 12V sockets as well as a USB port provide 

plenty of power for your appliances. The seating area, bath- 

room and kitchen have points for 230V appliances, while 12V 

appliances can be plugged in at the TV point and dashboard. 

The dashboard also features a USB port.

The optional service camera installed on the underbody of   

the vehicle is activated using a pushbutton on the dashboard 

for especially easy grey water disposal. Integrated LED lights 

ensure perfect night vision, and a nano sealing protects the 

camera from dirt.



ESP 

With the individual braking of each wheel, the ESP increases 
traction and driving stability. This keeps the vehicle safely on 
track even in critical situations. The ESP trailer stabilisation slows 
down the towing vehicle in a targeted way if it starts to swing. 
And the Traction Plus system improves grip on wet grassland 
and snow-covered road surfaces by intelligent distribution of 
the drive force onto the wheels.

Perfect protection on all sides
To make sure incidents don’t turn into emergencies, HYMER implements top safety standards right 

from the start of  vehicle development. There is an extensive range of  safety systems installed as a 

standard. Included here are the high panoramic windscreen, daytime running light, driver and 

passenger-side Airbags, ABS anti-lock braking system, ESP electronic stability program, and TCS 

traction control system. They ensure your safety wherever in the world you travel.
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Perfect visibility 

The panoramic windscreen with the large side 
windows has been greatly improved thanks to 
targeted studies into the field of vision. This 
means that you have the perfect view of ob- 
stacles, as well as road signs and traffic lights 

from the driver’s seat. 

Airbags  

Airbags on the driver and passenger sides belong to 
the standard features in HYMER motorhomes, which 
comply with top safety standards.

 Wing mirrors 

The new wide-angle wing mirrors ensure you have 
an excellent rear view without restricting the view 
diagonally ahead.

Daytime running lights 

The LED daytime running lights integrated in the head-
lights improve visibility during the day, making driving in 
the new Hymermobil B-Class SL even safer.

Perfect protection on all sides
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 Highlights:

•  2 large twin beds, dimensions  
2 x 200 x 82 cm

•  Spacious wardrobe and linen drawer 
under the twin beds, additional 
floor-to-ceiling wardrobe

•  Extra wide kitchen incl. larder 
unit

•  Incl. coffee machine pull-out 
tray and capsule holder

•  Bathroom for more privacy, can 
be closed off to the front or rear 
with inside dressing room

•   Double floor with through loading 
function and level living area 
floor

 Highlights:

•  Large elect. adjustable queen-size 
bed, dimensions 200 x 155 cm

•  Bathroom for more privacy, can 
be closed off to the front or rear 
with inside dressing room

•  Double floor with through load-
ing function incl. level living 
area floor

•   Large 160 l refrigerator

•  Practical pull-out tray in over-
head locker for coffee machine 
and capsule holder

Dimensions  
(L x W x H)

Mass in  
running order Payload / O* Seats / + O* Berths / O*

B-SL 704 779 x 235 x 296 cm ** **            *

* O= optional extra ** On publication, the weight was not yet determined.

Dimensions  
(L x W x H)

Mass in  
running order Payload / O* Seats / + O* Berths / O*

B-SL 708 779 x 235 x 296 cm ** **            *

B-SL 704 

B-SL 708 

From factory  
to road

Always a perfect fit, impeccable workmanship and original quality: 

HYMER Original Parts and Accessories. Discover the wide range 

of  innovative solutions available in the categories interior, exterior, 

chassis system, travel and transportation. Get all the information 

you want about HYMER Original Parts & Accessories from your 

HYMER dealer or online at: www�hymer-original-zubehoer�com/en�

Made to measure  
for your HYMER

Your HYMER is tested not once, but multiple times: When a 

new model rolls off the production line at HYMER, it is thoroughly 

put through its paces. A catalogue of ISO standards which every 

vehicle and caravan must meet plays the key role in this respect.  

HYMER has also developed a number of its own test procedures 

over the years, which help guarantee the high level of quality that is 

unique to HYMER. These include noise trips, driving on vibration 

tracks, cold chamber tests, shower tests, cooker tests, plus inspec-

tion of the storage space doors and the assembly tightness. At the 

end, there must be a tick next to each individual point before the 

model gets the green light for series production.



Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite care-
ful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve the right 
to modify the equipment or make product improvements during the course of 
the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask one of our authorised 
HYMER dealers about the current product and series status. The details of scope 
of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the 
time of going to press (deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) 
are possible and permissible). These data comply with European homologation re- 
gulations, which may change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your 
HYMER dealer will gladly provide information on any changes and the standard 
scope of delivery.
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